Your daily-updated supplier risk assessment and screening tool

- Identify and monitor ESG and business conduct risks in your supply chain
- Integrate ESG into supplier selection and onboarding processes
- Map and classify your supplier portfolio based on country and sector ESG risk metrics
- Evaluate the ESG risks related to supplier facilities such as ships, ports, factories, and plantations
- Conduct supplier compliance checks with internal policies, your Supplier Code of Conduct, and international standards such as the UNGC, the UNGPs, SASB, and SDGs

Why RepRisk?

- **Focusing on the conduct of companies** as reported by 100,000+ public sources and measured by various ESG standards
- **Daily data updates** on 102 ESG factors with data history since 2007
- **Leveraging big data** via a powerful combination of AI and machine learning together with 150+ analysts in 23 languages for early risk detection
- **World's largest ESG coverage** of 240,000+ public and private companies across all sectors, and regions, including emerging and frontier markets
- **Coverage of facilities and projects** such as mines, pipelines, dams, ships, and ports

RepRisk is a pioneer in ESG data science with 16 years of experience helping leading financial institutions and corporates integrate ESG into their risk management processes across their operations, business relationships, and investments. It is the only ESG data provider that systematically covers private companies (215,000+), infrastructure projects (65,000+), and emerging and frontier markets. Read RepRisk’s Case study on Boohoo Group.

**RepRisk ESG Risk Platform**
Online database for in-depth risk research and monitoring

**RepRisk Monitor**
Cutting edge portfolio monitoring tool optimized for ESG risks

**RepRisk Data Feed**
Seamless integration into your internal systems

The world’s leading multinationals trust RepRisk
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